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Abstract
One of the main issues in signal processing is regis-

tration and matching of multi-dimensional inputs. In
this paper we present a new approach to matching

hich we believe is particularly suited to registration
of complex images - i.e., images that containboth am-
plitude and phase information- such as Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging (MRI). We call our approach "Visual
Echo Analysis". It is based on the observation that
matching operations can be viewed as recognition and
retrieval of echoes in time and space. The principle
matching kernel we use is Cepstral filtering. Cepstral
analysis is a powerful nonlinear adaptive signal pro-
ceasing methodology widely used in many areas, such
as echo retrieval .and removal, speech processing and
phoneme chunking, radar and sonar processing, seis-
mology, image deblurring and restoration, and signal
recovery.

Our interest in MRI originated from the computa-
tional and performance improvements that we made to
the traditional differential and power cepstrum tech-
niques. These improvements are particularly pro-
nounced when one utilizes both the real and the imag-
inar~ parts of MR images and are mathematically
proven to have a better signal to noise ratios than their
predecessors. We have also utilized cepstrum success-
fully for motion, binocular stereo, trinocular stereo,
multi-frame analysis, boundary symmetry detection
and stationary texture segmentation.

1 Introduction
To precisely measure the progress of disease or

treatment from volumetric data requires accurate po-
sitioning of patients during repeated examinations.
Automatic matching, in the case of MRI, will allow
appropriate changes to acquire more optimal position-
ing coordinates. Such techniques should also eliminate
the use of unpleasant surgically-installed fixation de-
vices which are currently employed in practice. Addi-
tionally, accurate positioning and characterization of
3D data can lead to matching of complementary data
from different imaging systems or modalities.

Over the years several routines have been devel-
oped for matching and registration of 2D and 3D
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data. These routines generally fall into several cat-
egories, such as differential techniques [1], correlative
techniques[2], or nonlinear approaches such as phase
correlations[3]. Other researchers have used matching
of pre-segmented images and applied such methodolo-
gies to medical image registration[4].

In our previous work we introduced a new frame-
work called "Visual Echo Analysis" for calculating 2D
motion fields, measurement of binocular and trinocu-
lar disparities, segmentation of texture into individual
textons, recognition of boundary symmetries, motion-
stereo segmentation, multi-frame disparity analysis,
and detection and estimation of multiple motions
[5, 6, 7]. This methodology is based on our improve-
ments to the traditional power and differential Cep-
strum filters[8] and the observation that matching and
registration can be viewed as detection and estimation
of spatio-temporal echo arrivals or disparities. Our
improvements to Ceps!fum - as we will show theoret-
ically - are particularly suited for matching and regis-
tration of complex signalss such as magnetic resonance
images.

This paper presents preliminary work in MRI
matching using visual echo analysis and Cepstral tech-
niques. The aims of the paper are:

1. To analyze the improvements in Cepstral match-
ing through the use of imaginary data.

2. To gain better understanding of MRI, and the
advantages of using multiple information channels
it provides.

3. A comparative analysis of real and imaginary vs.
amplitude only matching for MRI analysis.

Section 2 reviews the mathematics of our technique,
and improvements that. we have made to cepstral anal-
ysis. Section 3 describes the MR images used and gives
an overview of the analysis, while section 4 describes
our preliminary results and other possible modifica-
tions to our methodology.

2 Mathematical Preliminaries
Cepstral filtering was first introduced by Bogert,

Healy and Tukey [9] as a non-linear adaptive corre-
lation method for the detection and measurement of
echo arrival period in signals. Soon after its introduc-
tion, other researchers such as Oppenheim et al.[10],
and Plydoros and Fam[11] introduced other variations
of Cepstral filtering for Homomorphic deconvolution
and signal processing. Since then, Cepstrum filtering
has been used in numerous other fields, such as acous-
tics, communication, geophysics, medicine, oceanog-
raphy, speech understanding, seismology, power .engi-
neering and image processing.

We have studied different variations of cepstral fil-
tering, and introduced improvements to differential
and power cepstrum for image registration[8]. We
also found power cepstrum to be the best technique
presently used for estimating disparities between im-
ages. In the next subsection we review the mathe-
matics of power cepstrum. Section 2.2 introduces cep-
sCos - an improved power cepstrum - and we show

3Complex signals are signals that consist of a real and an
imaginary component
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malytically why this technique would be particularly
~eneficial when used with complex signMs.

For simplicity the majority of the mathematical
ierivations and explanatory formulas are provided for
me dimensional signals, but can be easily generalized
.o higher dimensions.
L1 Power Cepstrum

Power cepstrum was first defined by Bogert, Healy
tnd Tukey [9] as the power spectrum of the logarithm
~f the power spectrum of a signal. To see the cepstrum
.na]ysis for echo detection, let us take a signal h(z)
~’hich consists of a function s(x) and its echo delayed
,y T: ’

h(x) = + s(x (1)
nd its Fourier transform:

= + -
= s(/)(1 (2)

"aking the logarithm of the magnitude of this complex
~nction:

og(ll~(/)ll ) = ]og(llS(f)ll)+log(1+cos(2~rr.:))+consfant
(3)

ne observes that Iog(l -I- cos(27rrf)) is an even func-
ion, which can .be expressed as:

oo
(-1)" cosn(Trfv)

(4)
n

: is important to note that the logarithm basically iso-
~tes the echo arrival period, r, to equation 4. To ex-
¯ act this interval, traditionally, a second power spec-
¯um has been applied, which in turn transforms the
>sine series into:

ripple of decreasing Kroenecker deltas with period-
ity r. Hence, theoretically, if a function contains an
¯ ho, the power cepstrum of the function contains a
mrp peak whose coordinates represent the echo ar-
val period.
.2 cepsCos: An Improvement to the

Traditional Power Cepstrum
Because of its wide applicability even recently re-

archers have been pursuing improvements to cep-
rum. In this section we present a simple modification
, power cepstrum that not only improves its signal
, noise ratio, but also increases its computational ef-
:iency. Even more interesting is that these improve-
ents are particularly significant when the signals be-
g matched (or the echoes being detected) are com-
ex signals.
In equation 3 the echo arrival period, r, is only

¯ esent in the term log(1 + cos(2~rrf)). Hence, an 
ous but costly method of improving cepstrum, when-
er possible, is to subtract the cepstrum of the origi-

d signal s(t) from the result. But our experience has
o~n that subtracting the cepstrum of s(z) can 

fact introduce additional noise and ambiguities near
the peak value, primarily due to ringing and window-
ing effects.

But, unlike log(ll,q(f)ll), log(1 + cos(2~rrf)) al-
ways a periodic even function. Moreover, from equa-
tion 5 one observes that the main peak of the power
cepstrum is a positive 6. Therefore, to eliminate the
additional noise introduced by ]og(ll3(f)l]) we intro-
duced cepsCos. In short, cepsCos replaces the second
power spectrum of cepstrum by its cosine transform
[12] and optionally discards the negative portion of
the result - i.e., generating positive cepsCos. By mak-
ing this simple change, cepsCos reduces the computa-
tional cost and increases the signal to noise ratio of
the final result. The reduction in the computational
cost is due to two factors.

First, cosine transform is a real function and hence
there is no need to calculate the imaginary portion of
the Fourier transform; thus it is computationally less
expensive. Second, replacing the power spectrum by
Cosine transform eliminates the need for the square
root and two multiplication operations.

But more significantly, cepsCos reduces the contri-
bution of log(H$(f)ll), hence improving the signal 
noise ratio and echo detectability. To describe this
effectively, let us note that log(ll,.q(f)ll) can be 
scribed as the sum of two functions: O(f) which 
an odd function, and E(f) which is an even func-
tion. Using the Cosine transform instead of the second
power spectrum eliminates the contribution of O(f)
completely. Moreover, unlike the power spectrum, the
Cosine transform of E(f) is not a purely positive func-
tion. This reduces the interference of the transform of
E(f) with the detection of the main peak due to the
echo.

Lastly, it should be pointed out that if s(z) is a
purely real function (i.e., it does not have an imag-
inary component) then II~q(f)[I - and consequently
Iog([[S(f)l[) - are both even functions. Therefore, the
traditional power cepstrum is equivalent to the ab-
solute value of cepsCos. On the other hand, in the
case of imaginary data such as MILl, cepsCos should
perform much better than the traditional power Cep-
strum by eliminating the contribution of O(f). This
observation, in fact, was what originally attracted us
to matching the "complex" MRI data.

3 MRI Processing
As mentioned earlier, one of the reasons for our in-

terest in matching magnetic resonance images was to
study and compare the performance of cepsCos in reg-
istering complex data as it compared to the traditional
power cepstrum. To do this we acquired two sets of
contiguous multi-sliced complex MR data with slice
thickness of 2.5 mm. Figure 1 shows a pair of images
from a single slices, one representing the magnitude
and the other the phase information.

As can be seen, unlike the magnitude image, the
phase image of the skull is rather noisy on the pe-
riphery and is rather flat and lacks any structure or
information in the brain region. In fact, close exam-
ination of the phase measurements in the brain area
shows that the majority of the phase values are nearly
zero, while for the rest of the image the phase values
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Ca) (b)
Figure 1: Magnetic resonance image pair from a single
slice. (a). the magnitude image (b). the phase image

fluctuate between -a and ~r. This is primarily due the
fact that the phase data, unless encoded otherwise, is
normally generated by anomalies, such as magnetic
field inhomogeneities or motion. As a result, non-zero
phase values can be used to signal the presence of noisy
or unreliable data.

By pixel-wise multiplication of the the magnitude
image by the cosine and the sine of the phase data we
can create a pair of real and imaginary images. Fig-
ure 2 shows the "real and the imaginary MR images.
As it can be seen, the lack of structure in the imagi-
nary image, especially in the brain area confirms the
fact that phase value (and therefore the sine of the
phase) is close to zero.

Moreover, the real image is similar to the magni-
tude image and it contains the main structural infor-
mation of the image. This is primarily due to the fact
that the cosines of the phase values in the brain region
are close to one in value. The improved appearance
and contrast of the real image results from the noisy
areas in the magnitude having higher phase values.
Since the cosines of the larger phase values decrease,
multiplying the amplitude by the cosine deemphasizes
(i.e., reduces) the noise in the real image.

Lastly, it would be better if the phase channel of
the MR images contained relevant data for matching,

rather than acting as a noise deemph~!zer. But as we
will see, even in its present form ~e were able to.get
better registration using real data, than using pure
magnitude images. But to improve registration, the
phase channel can also be encoded to carry more sig-
nificant signals, such as velocity or chemical shift in-
formation.

4 Results and Analysis
To test the effectiveness of cepstrum and cepsCos

and to measure the improvements in the cepsCos per-
formance for real and imaginary image matching, we
acquired two sets of MKI brain data. In the second
set, the subject was moved forward by roughly 3.0 cm,
and his head was moved vertically upward as well (no
lateral motion was feasible). The spacing of the MRI
slices was 2.5 mm- i.e., causing a depth or Z dispar-
ity of approximately 12 slices. We then found the real
and the imaginary data, based on the amplitude and
phase images, and created three sets of data for our

(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a). The real image and (b). the imaginary
image of a magnetic resonance image pair.

experiments:

1. Amplitude only data: This set of images con-
tained the raw amplitude data as the real compo-
nent, and zero as the imaginary component.

2. Real and imaginary data: This set consisted of
both real and imaginary component of the data.

3. Real only data: This consisted of only the real
image, and zero for the imaginary componenet.

The image sets being compared were then concate-
nated in the Z direction and each set was put through
the traditional power Cepstrum filter and cepsCos.
Because of the fact that slices from the first image
were concatenated with those from the second, the
peak location corresponding to the depth disparity,
A~, appears somewhere in the vicinity of the middle
slices. To find this exact disparity we can search for
the magnitude of the maximum peak, but. we found
the value of the rejection ratio - i.e., the ratio of the
maximum peak to second highest peak - to be a much
better indicator. Table 1 shows typical results of the
cepstral matching for the chosen slices.

Amplitude
Locaqiou
RejectioD

s/N

Table 1: Perliminary experimental results

Several points can be immediately made from the
table. First, all techniques showed a disparity of 16
pixels vertically and zero pixels horizontally, which
were visually verified to be accurate. More impor-
tantly, for all three sets of data, cepsCos provided a
superior performance compared to the traditional cep-
strum. This is reflected in the signal to noise4 and

~The definition of signal to noise ratio used was:

SIN = 20loglo( PeakValu. e - NoiseMean )
~/NoiseV ariance

4O



(a)
"igure 3: Cepstral results. (a). cepsCos of real only
ata. (b). power Cepstrum of amplitude only data.

ejection ratio measurements. Lastly, real only data
ad the best performance over all. In fact, depending
n which portions of the two image sets were being
~atched, at times even the real and imaginary data
erformed better than the amplitude only data. This
gain reflects the importance of incorporating phase -
t least as a noise suppressor - in the matching pro-
ess. It would, of course, be better to use the phase
hannel to encode more relevant information such as
elocity or cherdical shift.

There is other more subtle information present in
~e table. For instance, the peak magnitudes of cep-
.~os and Cepstrum for both the amplitude only or real
nly data are equal. This should be expected since, as
e pointed out, these are both real images¯ But cep-
’.as always outperforms regular Cepstrum in rejection
ttio as well as signal to noise measurement. This is
ue to the fact that cepsCos reduces some of the pos-
ive value noise generated by power spectrum. More
tteresting still is that cepsCos outperforms Cepstrum
hen both real and imaginary data are used. This ver-
ies that cepsCos is still a better matcher even when
le imaginary data basically lacks any relevant infor-
ration.

It should be pointed out that, given the large spac-
,g between the slices compared to pixel distance on
Lch slice, the depth disparity calculation is not con-
derably less effective and accurate than the vertical
¯ horizontal disparity measurement. In fact, our ex-
*.rience showed that, given the high degree of correla-
on between slices, the cepstral results showed many
ices with the correct vertical disparity, while finding
~e exact depth disparity was rather inaccurate.
Figure 3 shows two slices of the cepstral results¯

he figure on the left, is the cepsCos result for real
fly images, while the noisy image on the right is the
gular power cepstrum of the amplitude only data.
he windows chosen are 128x128 pixels, which makes
e recognition of the peaks rather difficult. But close
:amination reveals a small but very bright peak at
,lumn 16 row 0 which corresponds to the correct dis-
trity.

Summary and Conclusion
In this paper we introduced a new technique based

L Cepstral filtering for matching and registration of

volumetric magnetic resonance images. As expected,
our improvements to power Cepstrum consistently
outperformed the traditional methodology. Moreover,
even though we used the MR phase information as
a noise deemphasizer, we were still able to generate
better results than matching only the amplitude data.
Greater benefits can be achieved by having the phase
channel carry more relevant information with such
techniques as velocity phase encoding, chemical shift
imaging or inversion recovery.
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